Agreement on cooperation
between
Northwestern Polytechnical University, China
and Federation of Engineering Institutions of Asia and the Pacific (FEIAP)

In order to develop and strengthen cooperation between Northwestern Polytechnical University, China and Federation of Engineering Institutions of Asia and the Pacific (FEIAP), the two sides will cooperate for advancement and standardization of the Engineering professional taking into account the comparative strengths of both sides based on mutual benefit and equality. Both sides have agreed to the following:

I

Through UNESCO-FEIAP-ISTIC joint initiative, FEIAP will deliver training programs on its guidelines for standardization of Engineering qualifications by capacity building of engineering professionals through Centre for Staff Professional Development and Retraining of the Northwestern Polytechnical University.

II

FEIAP will assist with development route to professional Engineers by introducing globally recognized skills and attributes aimed at the universal mobility of Engineers. This will be carried out via FEIAP mentoring processes.

III

Through UNESCO-FEIAP-ISTIC joint initiative both sides will help introduce entrepreneurship in Engineering courses and lifelong learning processes.

IV

Both sides within their competence contribute to the standardization and accreditation of engineering qualifications through exchange of programs and professionals.

V

This Agreement shall remain in force for a period of five years and continue in force thereafter unless either Party notifies the other in writing, six months in advance, of its intention to terminate this Agreement.

VI
This agreement was drawn up in two copies, one copy for each Party.

Signatures

Executed for and on behalf of
FEIAP
Dr. John Li
President of FEIAP
Signature:

Witness Signature:

Name and Address of Witness:
Ir. Dr. Tan Yean Chin
P.O.Box223(Jalan Sulta), 46720 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan.

Date: 17 May 2018

Executed for and on behalf of
Northwestern Polytechnical University
Prof. Zhang Weihong
Vice President
Signature:

Witness Signature:

Name and Address of Witness:
Prof. Zhang Fuli
127 Youyi Xilu, Xian Shaanxi, 710072, P.R China

Date: 17 May 2018